Want One or More of the New ADS Educational Banners?
The banners in retractable stands are made by Trade Show Display Pros in Sandy, Utah. Their
phone number is (877) 389-8645, and their URL is tradewhowdisplaypros.com. The original
order number was #300005884, placed by Kirby Fong on January 28, 2020.
If you like the set and want a set just like it, phone the company, cite the order number, and
explain that you want one set (the original order was for two sets). They’ll help you order it. The
set was $1,132 (on January 28, 2020) plus tariff, tax, and shipping. Expect to spend about
$1300. You don’t have to order all four at once; if you’re low on funds now, you can buy some
now and the rest later.
But what if you like the set except…? You can go to the manufacturer’s web site and look at
other models of retractable stands. We chose the QuickSilver model, but you can choose
something else as long as it’s the right size for the banner. Even with the QuickSilver model, you
might want a different support pole, a different fabric (there is a cheaper one and two more
expensive ones), or the hard (rather than canvas) case. On the manufacturer’s advice, we chose
the model and options we thought would be most appropriate for use a few times per year, use
for many years, and set up and take down by people who might not be very gentle with the
banners. As you work your way down the form specifying what model and options you want,
you’ll eventually get to a box for special instructions. That’s where you cite our original order
number and the name of the file to print. So, here are the banners, the names of the files to
print, and the size stand you need. There are three different widths. They’re all 92” high.
ADS Information banner
ADS How Do Daffodils Grow banner
ADS Path to Pink banner
ADS Daffodil Divisions banner

ADS InfoBanner QS31.pdf
ADS GrowBanner QS36.pdf
ADS PathPinkBanner QS36.pdf
ADS DivisionsBanner QS48.pdf

31” x 92”
36” x 92”
36” x 92”
48” x 92”

There are many manufacturers of banners, and if you do a web search, you’ll find some that
charge less. However, it should be no surprise that higher quality costs more, and we decided
to go for banners that are sturdy enough to last years. In the process, we discovered some
other virtues of this manufacturer. They sell spare parts for our stands. If you break a support
pole, you can buy another pole. If you damage a printed banner, you can have another one
printed that you can install without sending the stand back to the factory. They keep the files
forever, so you can buy more stands years from now if you lose or damage your set. And lastly,
they’re very knowledgeable and were willing to talk to our graphic designer about the very best
way to prepare our artwork for printing. This is not a company that says: Send us any file and
we’ll figure out a way to print it.

